Introduction:

Human beings living on this planet earth will understand that their activities are leading towards destructions of natural Environmental? The earth with enormous stock of natural collection is getting emptied due to unrestricted use.

Environmental degradation is a serious issue in the world today. Human factor is the largest contributor to the environmental degradation. The protection and preservation of environment is a pressing issue. Every person, organization and institution has an obligation and duty to protect it.

Today’s children’s are tomorrows citizens. So environmental education for children is critically important. Total involvement of the student community becomes essential as fruitful results can be achieved only when they have awareness/knowledge and the right attitude towards the complex issue. Thus the need for environmental education becomes more crucial for a brighter today and tomorrow.

The Need and Importance of the Study:

Education does not mean merely teaching people what they do not know. It means teaching them to behave as they do not behave, that is, to bring a transition in their behavior.

Education means awaring people in better way. The same thing happens in Environmental Education but here we speak about the Environment only.

Environmental education is a process of recognizing values and clarifying concept in order to develop skills and added tools necessary to understand and appreciate the interrelationship among man, his society and his bio physical surroundings.

Environmental education is indeed very important of students for self fulfillment and social development. It helps in the maintenance of life and health, in self preservation and in the preservation of human race. It helps understanding different food chains and the ecological balance in the nature. It helps understand and appreciate how environment is used for making a living and promoting material culture. It helps appreciate different social institutions etc. it helps in appreciating and enjoying nature and society. It stimulates concern for changing environment
in a systematic manner for the maximum long run as well as the immediate welfare of mankind’s.

Science is a way of knowing a method of learning about nature. That means EE is highly related with science.

Std 6 to 8 is the base of secondary education because in this stage the proper values are implemented but as per tomorrows need there is not given importance to environmental education it is the subject which should be teach from the other subject of curriculum. It is very important to aware our student about the environment and environmental issues. hence by seeing the importance of the topic the researcher choose this subject for the study.

**Operational Definitions:** The terms which will be frequently used in the research by the researcher and its meaning and operational definitions are stated as follows:

**Study :** - It means you spend time learning about a particular subject.

-If you study spend time learning about particular subject

**Effectiveness :** Power to be effective.

-The quality of being able to bring about an effect.

**Environmental :** It is an adjective. It means concerned with the protection of the natural world of land, sea, air, plants and animals.

**Education :** It involves teaching people various subject usually at a school or college or being taught.

**Through :** It is preposition. If you go through a particular experience or event, you experience it, and if you behave in a particular way through it. You behave in that way while it is happening.
Science: It is the study of nature and behavior of natural things and the knowledge that we obtain about them.